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Abstract
Waste is becoming a potential contributor to environmental pollution. The perk of waste management
is significantly increasing with the growing population. This would have never been an issue if we
would have segregated the waste at home, in the first place. This ignorance and indifference has led
us to ‘SMART WASTE SEGREGATION SYSTEM'. The smart waste segregation system is built with
an array of sensors. They are inductive proximity, IR and moisture sensors which will segregate the
collected wastes into dry and wet waste. In this approach, first waste is sent in the conveyor belt
through inductive proximity sensor that detects and segregates metallic waste which can be sent to
scrap recasting units. Then the non-metallic waste is sent through IR sensor that separates plastic
waste and finally moves through moisture sensor using which wet waste can be collected which are
used for making manure or biogas and remaining miscellaneous waste like medical waste can be
disposed or incinerated ethically. Waste management is essential to maintain an ecological balance,
and this approach can make it time conservative and efficient.
Key-words: Smart Waste Segregation, Inductive Proximity Sensor, IR Sensor, Moisture Sensor,
Ecological Balance.
1. Introduction
“CLEANLINESS IS EQUAL TO GODLINESS.”
As the world is in a phase of up degree, there is one smelling issue. We need to manage the
garbage! In our everyday life, we see photos of trash containers overflowing and all the trash pouring
out. This prompts numerous illnesses, as a huge number of bugs and mosquitoes breed on it. Based
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on estimates, about 0.1 million tonnes of municipal solid waste is produced on a daily basis in India.
Dumping all types of garbage into landfills is the major reason for clogged drainage, methane level
lighting up and soil and water contamination. It also indirectly influences climate change and in the
other hand it affects people living in the locality.
The process of disposal of squanders is an exercise or an activity that needs to be overseen
from the start till the end. This incorporates assortment, transportation, treatment and removal of
waste along with observation. Squander assortment strategies fluctuate broadly among various
nations and districts. Homegrown waste assortment administrations are regularly monitored by
government specialists. Curbside assortment is the most widely recognized strategy for removal of
waste in many nations, where squander is gathered at regular time spans by specific trucks. Squander
gathered is then shipped to a suitable disposal region. These days, urban communities miss out on
structuring proper waste assortment services, in the midst of creating economic experience. Waste
assortment strategy in such nations is an on-going test because of powerless establishments and fast
urbanization.
According to the Ministry of Urban Affairs, 71 parameters of cleanliness are considered, and
ranks are provided based on these parameters. The 71 parameters range from garbage collection, open
defecation, streets being free of dumpsters, public toilets and lots more.
In India, Indore is ranked as the cleanest city based on all the parameters discussed above, and
Tamil Nadu as a state ranks tenth. In Tamil Nadu as of now, Coimbatore is marked the cleanest city,
whereas Chennai ranks 45th on the whole.
On a global scale, Bermuda stands the first and next in line is the United States of America.
India stands seventh, and Bangladesh succeeds the list being the least daily waste generating country.
Taking a glimpse on the global status, India might have the highest projected municipal solid
waste generation by 2050, though we don’t stand first right now.

Figure 1 - Waste Disposal
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About 33% of the garbage generated is dumped simply into open yards and another 25% is
left unspecified. Only about 25% are disposed in the right ethics, which is a very considerate point to
look up to for maintaining balance in the ecosystem.
To prevent the garbage dumping in landfills, segregation of waste is the first and most
necessary step in waste management and environmental preservation. For our paper, we have
observed and analyzed from different reference papers developed by researches in order to make our
project most effective and productive.

2. Objective
The objective of this project is to be able to segregate the waste and dispose it effectively
without much human intervention, and thereby, bringing a balance in the ecosystem.

A. Existing System
Manual waste segregation system is employed in which the employees clear the dumpsters
regularly. The collected waste is mostly disposed in garbage fills or dump yards without proper
segregation. As of now, there is no systematic approach towards cleaning the waste generated.

B. Proposed System
Figure 2 - Flowchart of Proposed System
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The flow diagram visualizes the smart waste segregation. It is composed of three stages; the
waste is fed into the inlet basket which is sent through the conveyor belt which are lined with an array
of sensors. In the first stage, inductive proximity sensor it helps to extract metal objects that are sent
for either reuse, recycle or recasting units. Then in second stage IR sensor is placed which separates
wet and plastic waste. The plastic waste extracted is sent into recycling units whereas wet waste
moves onto the next stage where moisture sensor, separates all the wet waste which disintegrate
quickly and can be used as manure for crops and plants leaving a few uncategorized waste into trash
which can be disposed or incinerated in a proper manner.

3. Hardware Required
The components used for hardware designing are:
•

Arduino UNO

•

Inductive Proximity Sensor

•

Infrared Sensor

•

Moisture Sensor

•

DC Motor

•

Relay Module

•

Conveyor Belt

•

Motor Drive

A. Arduino UNO
Arduino Uno is a truly significant expansion in hardware that comprises of USB interface, 14
advanced I/O pins, 6 simple pins, an Atmega328 microcontroller. It additionally upholds sequential
communication utilizing Tx and Rx pins. Arduino is a microcontroller board, contains on-board
power supply, USB port to speak with PC, and an Atmel microcontroller chip.
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Figure 3 - Arduino UNO

IOREF: This stick on the Arduino/Genuino board provides the voltage reference using which
the microcontroller works. The IOREF pin voltage picks the fitting force source on the yields with 5V
or 3.3V.
VIN: It is the input voltage to the Arduino/Genuino board once it begins to employ the
external power source (rather than five volts from the USB affiliation or option oversaw power
source). The required voltage is given through this pin.
LED: When the 13th pin of the crystal rectifier is triggered it is on, when the pin is low, it's
off.
5V: This pin yields a manage 5V from the regulator on the board. The board is given power
either from the DC power jack (7 – 20V), the USB connecter (5V), or the VIN stick of the board (720V).

B. Inductive Proximity Sensor
An Inductor fosters a magnetic field when a current courses through it, or as an intersperse,
current will move through a circuit containing an inductor when the magnetic field through it
changes. This impact can be utilized to identify metallic articles that cooperate with the magnetic
field. An inductive proximity sensor is a non-contact electronic vicinity sensor. It is utilized for
situating and recognizing metallic articles. The detecting scope of an inductive switch is reliant upon
the kind of metal that is to be identified.
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Figure 4 - Inductive Proximity Sensor

C. Infrared Sensor
IR sensor is an electronic gadget that emanates the light to detect some object of the
environmental factors. The emitter is essentially an IR LED (Light Emitting Diode) and the detector
is just an IR photodiode. Photodiode is sensitive to IR light that is of a similar frequency which is
radiated by the IR LED. At the point when IR light falls on the photodiode, the resistance and the
yield voltages will change in relation to the extent of the IR light received. They are otherwise called
as opto or photo coupler, as it comprise of both IR LED and IR Photodiode. There are different
categories of infrared transmitters ordered on the basis of yield power, reaction time and frequency.

Figure 5 - Infrared Sensor

Figure 5.1 - Block Diagram of Infrared Sensor
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D. Moisture Sensor
Moisture sensor can gauge the volumetric water content in the soil. The connection between
the soil dampness and the callibrated property should be aligned and can fluctuate contingent upon
the natural conditions like temperature, soil type, or electrical conductivity. Reflected microwave
radiation is influenced by the soil dampness and is utilized to distant detecting in hydrology and
farming. This versatile test instrument is for the most part used by gardeners and ranchers.

Figure 6 - Moisture Sensor

E. DC Motor
The DC Motor is an electrical and rotational machine that converts electrical energy into
mechanical energy. A DC engine is any of a class of revolving electrical engines that converts direct
flow electrical energy into mechanical energy. The most well-known sorts depend on the powers
created by magnetic fields. Essentially a wide range of DC engines have some inner mechanical,
either electromechanical or electronic; to occasionally adjust the bearing of current in a part of the
engine.

Figure 7 - DC Motor

F. Relay Module
A power relay module is an electrical switch that is worked by an electromagnet. The
electromagnet is activated by a distinct low power signal from a microcontroller. At the point when
initiated, the electromagnet pulls to one or the other side to open (or) close the electrical circuit.
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Figure 8 - Relay Module

G. Conveyor Belt
The Conveyor Belt is used to hold and move the waste towards the respective bins. The load
baring medium of a conveyor belt system comprises of two or more pulleys, with a closed loop of
carrying medium.

Figure 9 - Conveyor Belt

H. Motor Drive
It is a kind of amplifier that integrates and communicates between controller and dc motor. It
can convert low current to high current and make it suitable for the motor. They can also provide high
motor torque, probably more than rated continuous torque. Here, we have used motor drive to
manipulate the direction of the conveyer belt, based on the simulations.

Figure 10 - DC Motor Drive
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4. Software Required
The primary step is to download the latest version of Arduino and arduino-1.0.5-window. The
Arduino is connected to the system with the USB cable and this process does not require any battery.
The Arduino development environment is interfaced and any program burned into it will run. Going
through these steps to where we saw the LED of pin 13 blinking. This is a depiction of the successful
installation of all softwares and drivers. From here, we have the liberty to start exploring with our
own programs.

Figure 11 - Software Download

5. Methodology and Implementation
The Arduino UNO pins are connected to inductive proximity sensor, IR sensor, moisture
sensor and interfaced such that the waste is segregated into dry and wet waste.
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Figure 12 - Block Diagram

A. Interfacing System with Arduino UNO (IDE)
The Arduino works based on a simplified rendition of the C programming language, with
certain augmentations for retrieving the hardware. All Arduino guidelines are one lined. The board
can hold a program consisting of large number of lines, and has a space for around 1,000 two-byte
factors. The Arduino executes programs at the rate of 300,000 source code lines for each sec. The
projects is created in ADE (Arduino Development Environment) and afterwards downloaded to the
Arduino board. Code should be entered in the appropriate language structure which means utilizing
legitimate order names and a substantial punctuation for each code line. The compiler will catch and
banner syntax error. In some cases, the error message can be secretive, and you need to do a touch of
chasing the light, having said that the real mistake happened before what was hailed. Style alludes to
our own specific style for making code and incorporates designs, utilizing case, utilizing headers, and
utilization of comments.
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Figure 13(a) - Code Snippet

Figure 13(b) - Code Snippet

B. Hardware Implementation
Figure 14 - Arduino Pin Connection

Arduino pins are connected and simulated. The waste is fed through conveyer belt and
direction is controlled by motor and the motor drive. On metal detection message is displayed on the
monitor, who says it’s a metal waste, and then the waste is chucked out, and remaining waste is sent
through the IR sensor, where plastic waste is rejected and the motion of conveyer belt is controlled by
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motor drive. Finally it is sent through moisture sensor, where even the amount of moisture is sensed
and fed and displayed on the monitor the waste detected is pushed to the respective bins and hence
segregated.

Figure 15 - Implementation Diagram

Figure 16 - Project Setup

Figure 17 - Project Setup
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6. Conclusion
Implementation of this framework at a limited scale like social orders, instructive foundations,
and so forth can lessen the weight on the neighbourhood authorities. The automated waste segregator
is a development to building a productive and monetary waste assortment framework with barely any
human intervention and thereby deflating the risk of human existence. Isolation of squanders at a
homegrown level can potentially be fast and deliberate. While carrying out our framework we ran
over numerous issues like the detecting scope of inductive proximity sensor, the precision of the
moisture sensor, changing the scope of Infrared sensors and lots more, however utilizing a few
amendments we attempted to make the framework as solid as conceivable, yet not totally faultless.
This sort of item can be utilized in housing societies, workplaces, and in many other organizational
setups. Since it is financially savvy, it can very well be executed for an enormous scope, also for
certain alterations. Utilizing a mechanical arm alongside a transport line will make this cycle much
more advantageous. Likewise, further more sensors can be added to isolate bio-degradable and nonbio-degradable waste, plastics, recyclable waste, e-waste, and clinical waste.
On the other hand another action that can be accomplished is to refuse what is not necessary,
reduce your necessities, reuse all the stuff, recycle if possible at rot the rest. Everybody should take
initiative to reduce daily waste to an optimal level.
The work described in this paper is a great step towards contributing to the Swachh Bharat
implementation in India.
It enhances on the feasibility of the model to implement in the mass production pertaining to
the simplicity in design of the model and low cost production.
The smart waste segregation improves the garbage collection system implemented across the
country with less human intervention.
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